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CHOOSING BETWEEN SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS PRESENTATIONS
**Fastest way to complete presentations**

**No classroom environment to manage for faculty**

**SYNCHRONOUS**

**ASYNCHRONOUS**
Faculty must be comfortable with the platform

Students must be comfortable with the platform

SYNCHRONOUS

ASYNCHRONOUS
SYNCHRONOUS

Requires students to be prepared to finish in one take

ASYNCHRONOUS

Allows students to polish presentations if mistakes are made
Not as easy to comment on specific issues with student presentations

Easy for faculty to watch for specific assessment comments

SYNCHRONOUS

ASYNCHRONOUS
SYNCHRONOUS

Allows for direct engagement with faculty/student Q&A

ASYNCHRONOUS

Allows for indirect engagement with faculty student discussion board
SETTING UP PRESENTATION ASSIGNMENTS
ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES

♦ Online requires more exact instructions
♦ Expectations for the presentation
  ▪ Topic
  ▪ Time
♦ Other requirements (turn in presentation/outline/resources)
APPEARANCE GUIDELINES

♦ Make it clear how you expect them to present themselves visually
♦ Manner of dress
♦ Sitting/Standing
♦ Lighting/Sound
♦ Materials on their computers
Prior to the presentation give them clear instructions (tutorials)

- Allow them to practice (if possible)
- Tailor your instructions to the assignment
- Expect issues

unk.edu/keepteaching
STUDENT ZOOM PRESENTATIONS

♦ Set up your Zoom Classroom according to the safety standards laid out by ITS

♦ Ask other students to mute their microphones
  - You can also mute their microphones for them

♦ For a video only presentation, students may turn on their microphones and start presenting when they are ready

♦ For a presentation with PowerPoint or other visual, you will need to turn on sharing
How many participants can share at the same time?

- One participant can share at a time
- Multiple participants can share simultaneously (dual monitors recommended)

Who can share?

- Only Host
- All Participants

Who can start sharing when someone else is sharing?

- Only Host
- All Participants
QUESTIONS?